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On the Cover... Air-cooled Porsches gather for the 
Texas Hill Country Rallye.  Photo by Michael 
Radcliffe.
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If you know someone who owns 
a Porsche, why not ask them to 

join the Club? 

Contact New Member Chair 

Dale Milne at 

Newmembers@redriverpca.org

Normally around the beginning of 
May I would be talking about our 
planned activities and events for the 
driving season, many of which may 
have already begun. This, however, is 
not a normal time. Our Board has only 
been able to meet once in person so 
far this year and our last meeting was 
on Zoom. We are in a time of 
uncertainty currently and planning any 

club events has to take everyone's safety into consideration. 
Most PCA national and regional events have been cancelled, 
including Porsche Parade for the first time since its 
inception.

I am hopeful that we will continue to see positive updates 
from our Provincial health authorities over the coming 
weeks. I feel we are fortunate that our Province has taken the 
necessary steps to contain Covid-19 and keep us properly 
informed, and the population is supporting their guidelines 
by following the required protocols.

So what do we do in the meantime to reduce any feelings of 
confinement or boredom? This time at home gives us the 
opportunity to do some things that have always fallen into 
the “A Round Tuit “ category - you know, “I'll do it when I 
get around to it.” Well, how about giving your prized car a 
complete detailing, maybe for the first time. You can clay the 
paint to bring back that luster after getting all the oxidation 
off the surface, then apply a coat of your favourite wax to 
keep it gleaming. Inside vacuum around and under the seats 
and if you have leather, treat the seats to some cream to 
clean and renew the finish. Don't forget the windows in and 
out.

Now that your car is sparkling you can have your own cars 
and coffee event. Take your own thermos of coffee and tour 
some of the city's parks, where you can probably find a spot 
to park and get out in the fresh air while you enjoy the quiet 
and maybe even take some photos of the car for the 
newsletter. You may wish for a longer drive, keeping in 
mind where you may be able to stop for gas or a pit stop. 
Perhaps a loop from Winnipeg to Carman on Hwy 3 then 
north to Elie and crossing Hwy 1 continuing north until you 
hit Hwy 26 then east back to the City past White Horse 
Plains. Another loop could be north to Larters in St Andrews 
and following River Road to Lockport, crossing the bridge 
and taking Henderson Highway back to the City. You could 
do this on your own or with another car, keeping proper 
distancing in mind if you stop along the way. 

I hope we can begin to see the light at the end of the tunnel 
very soon and start a return to normal activities. Until then 
stay safe, healthy and patient until this difficult period ends.

Stay safe!

Dennis
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One of the coolest things about editing 
the newsletter is that I get to attend, 
take pictures of, and write about some 
amazing events in the automotive world 
- both internationally and more 
importantly, locally.  However, with the 
world in lockdown due to the 
coronavirus, less and less stuff is 

actually happening in terms of car events. Car shows are 
cancelled, driving tours are cancelled, even the Formula One 
Canadian Grand Prix has been “postponed”... and I even have a 
ticket for that one :-(  I’m just glad/lucky that my wife and I 
took our big UK holiday last summer - I’d have been absolutely 
gutted to miss the Festival of Speed (also “postponed” this year) 
if I’d been planning to go this summer.

So what’s my point in reciting this litany of gloom? Well, it’s to 
say how happy and proud I am of the amazing club members 
who have answered my call for material to publish in 
Ramblings. You see, a couple of weeks ago I was getting pretty 
nervous about content for the newsletter. Club events were 
being cancelled and I really didn’t have much in the hopper to 
print. So I sent an email blast out to members soliciting 
content... and I was blown away by what I received! I think 
you’ll be impressed as well... just in this issue alone we’re 
presenting two amazing stories from members. Michael 
Radcliffe had a fantastic trip to Texas for the Hill Country 
Rallye, an exclusive gathering of air-cooled Porsches from 
across North America. And Bernard Harfield tells a story of how 
he and his wife turned lemons (a cancelled cruise) into 
lemonade (making a new Porsche friend and touring a fabulous 
Porsche dealership in California)!

And there’s more to come... members have been teasing me 
with stories and ideas ranging from tales of restoration projects 
to a fascinating footnote from Winnipeg’s own automotive 
history.     

I know you’ll enjoy reading all of these stories just as much as I 
enjoyed editing and laying them out in the newsletter. Please 
keep them coming!

Dallas

MEMBERSHIP REPORT

4 APRIL 2020

Primary Members 170

Affiliate Members 112

Total Membership 282

PCA national is currently at 134,981 
members 

We have no new members for this 
reporting period

During this unusual time of Covid 19 it 
has been difficult to reach out and 
attract new members.  When we are 
back out and about please remember 
to urge any Porsche owners that you 
may encounter to consider joining 
both PCA and the club. They can 
contact me and I can easily facilitate 
their membership application on line. 

Until next we meet stay safe and stay 
healthy. 

Dale 
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Gimmick

Rally
May 24 Photo: Bonhams

Red River Region PCA presents its opening 2020 event,  
“Planes Trains & Automobiles” - a gimmick rally withs a 
transportation theme. The event is perfect for all club 
members, and a great start to a new driving season. If you 
are new to the club, and you like a challenge and a fun 
thing to do on a Sunday, this is for you. Any kind of vehicle 
can be used in the rally. No speed or time measurement is 
involved. 

In a gimmick rally, you solve puzzles and try to avoid being 
tricked. There is no time constraint or deadline to be at a 
finish location. 

The rules will be simple. At the start location, you will be 
provided a list of questions to answer. You will score points 
for getting the correct answers. The team with the most 
correct answers will win, but if there are ties, then the most 
efficient route will prevail (you must provide your odometer 
reading before you start). At the end of the day, you will 
email in your results and odometer reading. 

The course is wholly within the City of Winnipeg, and it is 
the navigator's job to explain the questions as your team 
drives around. You drive at your own pace and time is not 
important. There is no time limit for completing the course. 

Obeying traffic laws is mandatory. You will be disqualified if 
(we find out that ) you have violated any traffic laws. 

Please be aware that start time and location is subject to 
change, depending on the prevailing health rules in effect. 
Registrants must check their emails for any changes in 
start location or time, restrictions regarding permitted 
group sizes, physical distancing rules, mask requirements 
etc. You will be disqualified if you violate any applicable 
health law. 

Tentatively, we will meet at the SmartCentre Mall (1585 
Kenaston at Lindenwoods Dr E) parking lot area in front of 
units 10 & 11 (near Mark's Work Wearhouse) at 10:00 am. 
Cars are off at 10:15 am. Teams will need to zero their 
odometers before starting and text or email the readings. 
The event ends whenever you want. 

You must register for this event in advance. 
Registration is limited to 25 participants. Your 
team must sign a PCA waiver prior to 
commencing the evon ent. Registrants will 
receive a copy of the rules Saturday May 23, 
about 24 hours prior to the rally on Sunday. 

Driver: _________________________________

Navigator(s): ____________________________ 

Address: _______________________________ 

Telephone: ______________________________ 

Email: _________________________________ 

Make & model of car:______________________

Please email your information to George Derwin:

vicepresident@redriverpca.org
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Hill Country
Rallye2020

Story and Photos by Michael Radcliffe

The Texas Hill Country Rallye (or HCR as it's often 
known) is a privately organized gathering of air-cooled 
Porsches that's been held annually for the past 19 years. 
The event celebrates pre-1989 cars (torsion bar suspension 
only!) and took place this year from February 27th through 
the 29th. While the event is typically held near the end of 
March, this year certain schedule changes were required 
and it was held a month early; no-one knew at the time 
how fortuitous that would turn out to be.  

HCR is held at the Y.O. Ranch Hotel located in Kerrville, 
Texas, which is about 100 miles from Austin, TX, 65 miles 
from San Antonio and about 1,540 miles (2,480 km) from 
Winnipeg.  

HCR was started by a group of about five people 19 years 
ago, but it is now steered by Sean Brindley with the help of 
his father John.  With the help of a core group of 
volunteers they have turned what was a small gathering of 
Porsche enthusiasts into one of the largest gatherings of 
air-cooled cars in the United States – this year, 200 cars 
and over 300 people – the largest attendance to date. 
Attendees were from over half of the States in the US, and 
included a large group from Mexico, as well as my friend 
Doug Lindberg and myself from Canada.  

For a Porsche fanatic, or any brand sports car fanatic, it is quite 
a sight to see so many Porsches together in one place – 356's, 
912's and all variations of 911 from the start all the way through 
1989.  There are immaculate showroom condition collector cars, 
unrestored “Projects” and everything in between.   

HCR2019 was actually the first time I took my car to HCR when 
my son and I made the trek, however due to University exam 
schedules this year my son was not able to go (he wasn't happy 
about it).  Enter my good friend Doug who volunteered to join 
me on my six day, 5,000 km excursion.   Not only did Doug join 
me, he volunteered his very nice and comfortable F150 to tow 
the trailer down to Texas and back and shared the driving duties 
to get there.  

The adventure actually started in mid February with me having 
to dig my trailer out of a snow bank in St. Anne, MB, then bring 
it into a truck carwash to clean about four bags-worth of frozen 
leaves off the top of it.  It took longer for me to clean up the 
leaves in the carwash than it did to clean the trailer off.   With a 
clean trailer and a relatively nice February weekend, my '87 911 
Carrera finally agreed to start and I could drive it out into the 
back lane. 
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For anyone that has loaded a car in the winter time, summer 
tires, 3” of ground clearance and a frozen Winnipeg back lanes 
doesn't mix, so out came the winch and we dragged the car 
onto the trailer and got it all strapped down for the journey 
south.  

The road trip started with Doug and I leaving about 6:30am in 
the morning of February 25th (a Tuesday), towing my 911 
Carrera.  I'm pretty sure the US Customs officer thought we 
were crazy to be making a 5,000 km round trip to Texas for 
just three days of driving. Other than stopping at 1am at a 
truck stop just south of Oklahoma City for about 4 hours of 
shuteye, we drove straight through to Kerrville arriving about 
3pm on Wednesday February 26. Soon after arrival, my 
connection to the event, my brother-in-law Carl Brooks 
showed up with his '89 911 Carrera (the '67 912 stayed at 
home in Houston this year).  Needless to say, after a few 
beverages and a survey of the Porsches gathering in the 
parking lot we called it an early night.

While the event doesn't officially start until Thursday night, we 
arrived Wednesday so that we could do some driving on our 
own.  Me to remember how to drive the car and Doug, a 
chance to get the feel for the car that he'd only been in once 
before, and never driven.   It didn't take Doug too many miles 
to remember how to work the clutch and row through the gears 
and appreciate why so many people are obsessed with air-
cooled Porsches.  We managed to put a few hundred warm up 
miles on the cars and get back to Kerrville to see the cars 
really start to roll into the hotel parking lot.  
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The event officially starts on Thursday evening with 
registration. Participants get a parcel of goodies including a 
route map with turn by turn route instructions, a poster (2020 
was a custom 914 graphic), a long sleeve tshirt (HCR2020 
with the 914 graphic) and a HCR2020 beer koozie.  The map 
is an important feature, as it covers 12 different routes with 
over 2,500 miles of road – of course, one can wander it all 
kinds of directions to mix it up.  If you have a GPS you can 
download the routes in advance – I wasn't that organized to 
load it on mine.  

Thursday night is the opener with all the cars trickling in 
through the evening, people making reacquaintances from 
prior years, and everyone meeting new friends  - most 
significantly there is a whole lot of car gazing going on! 
HCR provided food via a Mexican Food truck in the parking 
lot and all varieties of local craft and name brand beer.   
Given the size of the gathering, we had almost the entire 
hotel to ourselves and, for those concerned about safety of 
their beloved Porsche, there was 24 hour security hired to 
watch over the cars. 

Being from the Canadian prairies, I assumed that all of Texas 
was like the prairies. However, I couldn't be more wrong - 
they don't call it Hill Country for nothing.  In addition, while 
in Manitoba the majority of country roads are gravel, in 
Texas all the country roads are paved – they may only be 
barely two cars wide and no shoulder, but they are paved and 
generally carry 60-65mph posted speed limits.  There are 
some roads that are longer and straighter with 75 mph posted 
limits, but those are just the roads you have to suffer through 
once in a while to get to the “Driving” sections -  winding 
roads with sudden drops through sections that are known to 
flood in the spring; unexpected tight 15mph sections; and 
sections that just go up and down so much you think you're 
on a roller coaster.  

A route called the Three Sisters (affectionately called the 
Twisted Sisters), is named for the mountain range it follows, 
giving you the chance to experience some healthy speed limits 
mixed with many blind corners, and significant elevation 
changes – while the scenery is beautiful, you better not be 
watching it if you're driving, otherwise you will be in it!  Also 
of note, Texas Hill Country is largely pasture land for cattle, so 
many of the rural roads go through grazing lands that are 
controlled by cattle gates. Some of these are very smooth to go 
over, others not so much; a cattle gate at 60mph+ can loosen a 
few parts on a car (my 2019 trip required new muffler 
brackets!). 
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Kick Plate

Friday morning after a big breakfast and lots of coffee, people 
form up into groups (usually about 10-25 cars a group) and 
head off for a morning of driving.   Stop somewhere for 
lunch, then go do more driving into the early afternoon.  Our 
route (on which we were joined by my sister Cathy) took us 
North to Buchanan Dam, a roughly 190 mile drive, and lunch 
at a road side stop in the middle of nowhere that served up 
one of the best burgers I've every had.  During the afternoon 
portion of the drive we managed to find our way to 
Luckenbach, made famous by the song by Waylon Jennings 
and Willie Nelson – I'm not a country music guy, but the 
place was pretty cool.  

After the drive, the cars collect back in the parking lot, get 
shined up, and in some cases fixed up (there were always 4 or 
5 on jack stands with something going on).  A late afternoon 
nap (required after a day of spirited driving), some local food 
in town and then back to the parking lot for refreshments and 
stories.  

Saturday morning was a repeat of Friday morning – breakfast, 
lots of coffee and find friends to take off with for the day.  
Our drive took us South, not totally sure where we went as 
our main job was just to follow the red 911 in front of us (my 
brother-in-law and sister), which was a challenge sometimes, 
but the roads were made for Porsches.  After lunch at the Lost 
Maples Café (lamb burgers are amazing) in Utopia and some 
girl guide cookies we got back into our cars and continued on 
our adventure. 
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We got back to the hotel by mid-afternoon, loaded the car onto the 
trailer, and got it all organized for the long trip home. The fun 
seemed to be over much too soon. 

Saturday night is the banquet dinner in the ballroom where efforts 
are acknowledged, prizes are given out and a great meal is 
provided.  Interestingly, I had assumed that Doug and I would win 
the “longest distance “ prize at 1,540 miles one way. However, it 
turns out the folks from Northern California drove closer to 1,900 
miles to get there - and they actually drove their old Porsches!  

 Sunday morning we were back in the truck at 5am and headed 
home to Winnipeg.  Except for a stop at a truck rest stop in South 
Dakota for a four hour nap, we drove straight through the night 
arriving in Manitoba to a snow storm and a highway covered in 
ice and salt (not good for a classic Porsche on a trailer).  After the 
truck, trailer and Porsche got a bath at the local truck carwash, the 
trailer and Porsche were backed into the garage and put back to 
bed for the duration of winter.   

 Talk about great timing though - two weeks later I was working 
from home due to Covid-19. 

 HCR2020 was amazing and next year's running promises to be 
just as popular an event – this year all 200 spots sold out in well 
under 10 minutes from registration opening, and there is always a 
waiting list.  You can find more pictures from this year's rally and 
HCRs past at hillcountryrallye.org.  



by Andy Tighe

photos by the author except where credited
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By Dallas Ewen

INSIDE CAR STORAGE
SEASONAL

WINTER AND/OR SUMMER

HARDY

HAL HARDY
204.894.9149
call to reserve your space
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SEBASTIAN

Interview and photos by Dennis Duncan

Every fall, I store my 2007 Porsche Carrera 911 997 - S4 Cabriolet on a 
set of jack stands, under a cozy car cover in my heated garage.

In spring, I am sooooo anxious to get her out that I rarely take time to do 
the things I really want to do, so this year, being that events are 
suspended, I got to take the tires off the car and treat them to a really good 
thorough detailing using  rim cleaners, brake dust remover and tire 
shine.  Issue is that with super deep turbine spoked rims, it's impossible 
to get in to do a deep and thorough cleaning of the inner surfaces.  Heck, 
this year, I even got to spend some quality time cleaning and polishing 
the brake calipers; getting them back to their bright sparkling red.  
Please note the Porsche stem caps.  A Christmas gift from the kids.  They 
call it her jewelry.

For me, part of the car culture is actually getting to know your car, so 
once I have thoroughly detailed my baby, I am simply going to sit in her, 
read the owners manual, from cover to cover and run through all of the 
settings.  It's a great way to really really get to know just how great your 
Porsche truly is.

 I also ordered and received an original spec sheet through our Winnipeg 
Porsche dealer, so I am also going to revise my in-car display to include 
the latest tech details for when we can eventually show our cars again.

 Finally, I have also assembled all of my car documents into one file 
folder and am anxiously awaiting for PCA to confirm that they have 
finally made available Porsche car binders to sort and store the history of 
my car. 

 To me, they are much more than cars, which is why even though I am 
awaiting the return of clean roads, I can still enjoy my Porsche.

GUY GETS
IT DONE
Story and Photos 
by Guy Prefontaine
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Silver Linings

Story and Photos by

Bernard Harfield

On March 9, Marla and I left Winnipeg and flew to Los 
Angeles, CA in anticipation of our 15-day Hawaiian cruise 
aboard the Princess Cruise Lines ship Star Princess. We were 
so excited to finally get away. We were looking forward to a 
nice relaxing break from everything we faced earlier this 
year.  2020 had an exceedingly difficult start for both of us, 
probably the worst both of us have had in a long time. In mid 
January I suffered through another flare up which landed me 
back at The Seven Oaks Hospital for a brief stay with a 7 day 
course of medication afterwards which was not fun at all. 
Then on Feb.6, 2020 we sadly lost the patriarch of our family 
with the passing of Marla's father, Mr. Harry Tucker, Lt. Col. 
(Hon) RCN (Ret.). Mr. Tucker would have been 94 this June.

Unfortunately, the wheels started to fall off even before we 
walked out the door on the ninth. We had left early in 
anticipation of a three day visit with Marla's sister-in-law 
Alanah, who lives in Desert Hot Springs, CA. Alanah 
informed Marla the night before that due to Covid-19 and her 
underlying health concerns that we would not be able to visit 
with her. Also on March 9, the Canadian Government issued 
a travel advisory warning Canadians against travel aboard 
cruise ships. Upon landing at LAX we found ourselves now 
somewhat stranded in LA and decided to relocate to San 
Diego to deal with our cruise.  

The cruise was ultimately canceled on March 12, the day 
before we were to leave. With no cruise to go on we now had 
to concentrate on getting back home. We stayed for three 
days at The Radisson in San Diego, and subsequently 
relocated to a condo at The Welk Resort just north of San 
Diego. At least there we could prepare meals for ourselves as 
many restaurants were now closing. 

The second day we were at the condo we went out to Costco 
and Walmart to buy groceries. I tell you I have never seen so 
many empty shelves in a store as we did in Walmart that day. 
As we were leaving Costco and heading back to the condo 
Marla suggested we check and see if there were any Porsche 
dealerships around and if there was, perhaps we could stop in 
and see what a southern US Porsche dealership was like. We 
found that we were only about 11 or 12 minutes away from 
Porsche San Diego. So, we decided to stop in for a few 
minutes and have a look.  The ONE day I do not wear ANY 
of my Porsche gear, we go to a Porsche dealership. That is 
just the way things were going.

Shortly after we entered the dealership, we were greeted by 
Mr. Daniel Lewis, a Certified Brand Ambassador & 
Exclusive Design & European Delivery Specialist with over 
22 years' experience. 



PAINT PROTECTION FILM

 

WINDOW FILM

WINDSHIELD FILM

PAINT CORRECTION

CERAMIC COATINGS

PAINTLESS DENT REPAIR

RETAIL WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTION

INFO@VPSCANADA.COM

SERVICES
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We went on to explain our circumstances and how we ended 
up in San Diego. Daniel was very understanding of our 
situation which we certainly appreciated that; however, it did 
not take long before the focus of our conversation turned to 
Porsches. 

Daniel was exceedingly kind in taking us on a tour, during 
which he went on to explain to us about the dealership. 

The first thing you notice upon arriving at Porsche San Diego 
is the size of the building. The dealership is just a hair under 
33,000 square feet. They have two showrooms, housing new 
and special interest cars in the front and used/classic cars in 
the back. The administrative offices are located on the second 
floor. The dealership was originally built in 1987 and was 
known as Pioneer Centres Porsche up until 2011 when it 
became Porsche San Diego. It is currently owned by Holman 
Automotive. In 2017 the dealership went through a two-phase 
remodel which allowed them to keep the doors open during 
this process. 

Porsche San Diego is an authorized Classic Porsche 
dealership. During our visit we found a green 1957 Porsche 
356 Speedster, a red 1989 Speedster amongst others. 

Porsche San Diego also has the distinction of being one of 
the first Porsche dealerships in the USA to be authorized 
by Porsche as a Porsche Exclusive dealership, when the 
program started about 8 to 10 years ago. There are roughly 
15 to 20 Exclusive Porsche dealerships in the USA. By 
being an Exclusive dealership, they get more unique cars 
and work directly with Porsche to custom order new 
Porsches for customers on a more personal level. It is quite 
an honour for a dealership to have this Exclusive 
designation.

Porsche San Diego has a beautiful customer lounge which 
in part separates the new car showroom and the 
classic/used car show room. The lounge has a food service 
counter with a limited menu to order from during your 
wait.

Across from the customer lounge is the merchandise store 
where you will find numerous Porsche related items 
including clothing, hats, back packs, coffee mugs and 
numerous miscellaneous items. So much to buy, so little 
money. 
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As we walked through the dealership discussing all things 
Porsche, Daniel left us for a moment, only to go and 
retrieve a set of keys to a new Porsche Macan. When he 
returned, he suggested that we go for a driving tour of the 
maintenance facility. This building is located directly 
behind the dealership and is roughly 90,000 square feet 
with over 100 service bays. The facility is a shared venture 
with Audi, Jaguar, Land Rover and Porsche with about 
25,000 square feet allotted to Porsche San Diego. Now 
you why we drove there. That was nothing short of 
impressive. 

Daniel went on to say that the dealership sells about 100 
cars a month, new and used. Earlier this year they had 2 
Taycans come through the dealership and apparently both 
sold over list. They have a strong demand for Taycans and 
not enough units to meet the demand. 

As we moved through the dealership, I could not help 
noticing the vast array of Porsches in those showrooms. 
They have Boxsters, Caymans, Carreras, Turbos, 
Speedsters, Classics, GT3s, GT2s, Macans, Panameras, 
Cayennes but no Taycans. Now I save the best for 
last………..a 2015 918 Spyder. It is in the front of the 
dealership and it is for sale at $1,430,000.00 USD. I would 
love to take THAT for a test drive. The hell with the test 
drive, I would like to take it home. 

Once we had finished our tour the 3 of us finally had a 
chance to sit down. From that point on we talked for hours 
about a vast array of topics, it was a very enjoyable time. 
Before we knew it, it was getting late as the dealership was 
getting ready to close. We had arrived at 4:30 pm and it 
was now almost 9:00 pm. Just prior to leaving and as we 
were saying our goodbyes, Daniel provided me with a 
souvenir of our visit and if you look at the rear of my 
Porsche, you will see it.
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Story by Damon Lowney Photos courtesy Porsche
I have included a picture of Daniel sitting in his 1996 
(993) Carrera Cabriolet. An interesting feature of this car 
is that it was ordered with a rear seat delete. Apparently 
when you did this you got storage boxes instead. That is 
kind of cool, I did not know that you could do that. 

You know I cannot thank Daniel enough, he turned what 
was going to be a quick 10- or 15-minute visit into an 
amazing experience that we both enjoyed very much.  We 
exchanged contact information and plan to stay in touch. 
The next time we are in San Diego we will be sure to stop 
in at San Diego Porsche to say hello to Daniel and do 
lunch. It is the least we can do to say thanks. 

As we were driving back to the condo at Welk Resort, I 
could not help but think of something I have been told 
many times when we first joined the Red River Region 
PCA. Numerous times I heard it said that when it comes 
to the Porsche experience “it's not just the cars, it's the 
people.” I cannot think of a better example of this than 
our time at Porsche San Diego. There is just something 
special about the Porsche brand and the people associated 
with it, regardless of where you might find them! 
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NEW ADDRESS
75 ARCHIBALD STREET

CLASSIFIEDS
Classified ads are free to Red River Region/PCA membersfor items personally owned or sought 
by the member. No commercial ads.Ads must be 60 words or less and must include name and 
email address.One picture may be included per ad. Ads may be edited for space or content. 
Members may place multiple ads, but please be respectful of newsletter space by keeping your 
ads relevant to the Club audience. Deadline for classified ad submission is the 15th of the month 
prior to publication. Ads will run for one issue and may be renewed. Terms of sale and all other 
aspects of any transaction are the sole responsibility of the transacting parties. E-mail your ad to 
newsletter@redriverpca.org.

Fikse Alloy Wheels

Porsche bolt pattern 5x130. 225/35/R19 8.5” 
et51 front with Continental Extreme Contact 
tires (15% wear left). Rears are 285/30/R19 
11” et45 with new Goodyear Eagle F1's. 
Rims have some curb rash and pitting from 
the previous owner but can be repaired no 
problem by a wheel shop. Selling as I bought 
OEM rims for the car because I'm a purist. 
$1,400. 

Call or text Seb, (204)599-7203  

PORSCHE JERRYCAN SET - Made in GERMANY

Genuine Porsche script, logo and crest, separate 
diesel hose attachment, child-proof, E10-proof,spill-
proof, matching red/white PORSCHE shop 
towel/rag, original wrap and packaging with genuine 
labels. Three BRAND NEW Kanisters to mix & match 
fuel or add to your collection.

$249 for all three. porscheclub@mac.com

mailto:porscheclub@mac.com


.

986 Boxster front bumper cover. Silver front bumper 
cover, from 2003 base Boxster, fits any base Boxster 99-
04. Excellent condition, no cracks, includes grill inserts. 
Asking $400, would consider trade for GoPro or similar 
dash cam of equivalent value

Call Mark @ 204-794-4688 or email black986@shaw.ca 
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DON’T BE SHY!
We’d love to hear about you and your passion for 

Porsche! Email the Editor at  newsletter@redriverpca.org

 Porsche Wheel for sale

Specs are  8.5 J X 18 H 2   

ET-52

 Fits 993 & 996 Models, Came 
off of a 1999 911 (rear)

 Asking $250 obo.

 Call Rob @204-510-3272

Bridgestone Potenza RE 050A

265/35ZR19 (94Y)

DOT EJN7 N-1 Treadwear 140, 5/32"

Traction A, Temperature A

Wear is even, no cupping or bulges. Single tire only.

Asking $125.  Email Vern: snowbal@mymts.net

WANTED: 1973 911 rear window “to borrow”

Working on a 911 project and require a rear 
window to use to make a mold for a custom 
window. Will negotiate reasonable fee for the use 
of your window.

Contact Rod at kilncannon@gmail.com

Set of 4 Porsche center caps 

off 20" Carrera S wheels. 

From Rhodium Silver 2014 Boxster 
981.  

$125.00 perfect condition 

Les Duncan,   duncanleslie3@gmail.com

204-799-5261

CAR STORAGE SPACE in warehouse.

Location: 310 Sherman St. (Winnipeg,MB)

Heated/alarmed/gated $100 per month 

Contact: Luca Essig 

luca.essig@outlook.com or 204-890-2021

PORSCHE Giant wall calendars. Years 2009-19 
available - each new in original box with protective sleeve 
and collector coin. Perfect to complete your collection or 
to decorate your garage space or man cave. Back page 

shows all models and tech 
specs in German and English. 
$99 each.

porscheclub@mac.com 

PORSCHE 911 Gt3 slot-car set by 
Porsche Design. Made avai lable 
exclusively to select dealers many years 
ago. Digital driving, includes two 
exclusive cars. Brand new, double-
boxed. 

Perhaps the only new set left in the world! $999. 
porscheclub@mac.com 

NEW Genuine PORSCHE 
OEM Charge-o-mat Pro 
Battery Maintainer

PORSCHE Tequipment OEM 
Charge-o-mat Pro Battery 
Maintainer and Charger, Model No. 
95804490071. The maintainer is still 
SEALED in its original Porsche clear 
bag as received from Porsche 
Winnipeg, and has not been opened nor used. $200

Please contact Jason at .jrba@mymts.net

Random Stuff cluttering up your garage?

Place a free classified ad in Ramblings!

What have you got to lose????????????

mailto:duncanleslie3@gmail.com
mailto:luca.essig@outlook.com
mailto:porscheclub@mac.com
mailto:porscheclub@mac.com


If you have an article and or photos you would like to submit for publication in Red River Ramblings,
please contact Dallas Ewen, Editor at newsletter@redriverpca.org

Librarian
Lloyd Richardson

Historian@redriverpca.org

Julie Bailey
316-655-4058
racylacy944@yahoo.com

Past President
Gord Favelle
Past-president@redriverpca.org

Treasurer
John Sobczak
Treasurer@redriverpca.org

Secretary
Eleanor Milne

Secretary@redriverpca.org

President
Dennis Duncan
President@redriverpca.org

Webmaster
David Breed
Webmaster@redriverpca.org

Newsletter Editor
Dallas Ewen
Newsletter@redriverpca.org

Vice-President
George Derwin

Vicepresident@redriverpca.org

Special Events Chair
Helmut Waedt
Specialevents@redriverpca.org

Membership
Malcolm Hinds

(204) 488-9622
Membership@redriverpca.org

Meeting Schedule
Regular Club meetings occur on the first Wednesday of each month commencing at 7pm. 
Please feel free to come earlier for food and fellowship before the meeting.
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Statements appearing in issues of “Red River Ramblings” are those of the 

authors and not necessarily those of the Red River Region or PCA. The Red 

River Region is not responsible for any services or merchandise advertised 

herein. The word “Porsche” is used herein solely to identify a make of 

automobile and does not indicate an affiliation or relationship with the 

manufacturer or distributors.
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New Member Events Chair
Dale Milne

Newmembers@redriverpca.org

Check  or watch your email!www.redriverpca.org

http://www.redriverpca.org



